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Abstract
Quality by Design has brought with it a newer vision towards development of pharmaceutical industry. In the development process of any pharmaceutical product quality is the most important factor. The main objective of this article is to focus on process parameters which are required to achieve a high accuracy and efficiency with a scientific understanding of design of process. A prospective and dynamic output of quality characters of the drug are achieved by a systematic approach of quality by design.
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INTRODUCTION

The principles of quality by design are widely used by many of the pharmaceutical industries in manufacturing and development. It is a new approach towards the use of more scientific and systematic applications in manufacturing and development. It ensures the enhanced product quality by improved analytical processes. It is described in ICH (International Conference on Harmonization) Q8, Q9 and Q10 guidance documents. It mainly focuses on target product quality profile, design of the manufacturing with thorough understanding and to maintain consistency in product’s quality. Quality by design replaces the current approach by considering the multidimensional aspects of process involved in production of the drug like quality of raw materials, life cycle of the drug, design space, avoiding variations in products and decreased risk for patients. According to some experts, the quality of drug cannot be tested after formulation but it should be built within. Many pharmaceutical companies had no cooperation between their departments this bought them up to build up a better quality throughout product’s life cycle. After this adaption, FDA initiated two important guidelines in ICH Q8 pharmaceutical development and ICH Q9 quality risk management.

United States Food and Drug Administration (US-FDA) launched an innovating concept of quality by design through ‘Pharmaceutical CGMPs for the 21st Century: A Risk-Based Approach’, in August, 2002 along with Process Analytical Technology (PAT). The concept of QbD explains the in-built quality of the product right from the quality of raw materials, design space, method employed in production, experimental design, etc.

Many of the pharmaceutical companies were suffering from the problem of increasing amount of waste products than the required drug product. Later the problem was found to be with manufacturing inability to predict effects of scale-up on the final product as well as an inability to understand root causes for manufacturing errors. But afterwards the industry started considering the problem at global level because of the increasing demand and variations in the climatic changes of various regions on the globe. For
the development of any new drug, various factors needs to be taken into consideration such as demand, available resources, time required to manufacture, process employed, cost efficacy, etc. Conventional methods for developing a new drug were found to be more time consuming and less cost efficient. Hence the need for adoption of some new concepts for better analytical processes with more efficiency and improved techniques arouse and the concept of quality by design was brought into focus.

Quality by design was preferred as it was cost efficient and provided the high level of accuracy. It found to be more productive and hence widely applied by many of the industries. It assures enhanced product reliability and reproducibility for patients. Industry’s vision is always for better and improved skills that will reduce the labour work and constructive results should obtain. Using the concepts of quality by design, analytical methods of validation and transfer of products can be evolved with the improved techniques and more efficient processes. When any new product is in the process of designing and development, company has to define the desired performance of product and products critical quality attributes. On the basis of this, proper manufacturing method is developed to meet these attributes.

![Figure 1 Pharmaceutical manufacturing process](image.png)

**Figure 1 Pharmaceutical manufacturing process**

Above Figure 1 illustrates different phases in pharmaceutical manufacturing processes: define, design, characterization, validates, monitor and control. In the last link that is, **monitor & control to define**, there is an opportunity to identify the improvement required in the applied process. When changes are applied at this phase, it will again move throughout the process with improvement. Design space is one of the most important considerations during the process of product development. ICH
guidance Q8 defines design space as ‘the multidimensional combination and interaction of input variables and process parameters that have been demonstrated to provide assurance of quality’\(^1\).

The concept of Quality by design was first brought into focus by a well known quality expert Joseph N. Juran in various publications.

QbD differs from current approaches in the following ways:

- In current approach quality of drug is approved by testing and inspection, but in QbD approach quality of a drug is built within by proper design space and with scientific understanding.
- In current approach, the submitted data shows disjoint information about product and without its thorough understanding. Whereas in QbD approach, submitted data shows entire knowledge about product with process understanding.
- Current approach focuses on reproducibility whereas Qbd focuses on desired qualities and controls variations in the product.

In the current approach since the manufacturing process is fixed for starting material, variability in finished product is observed. But in QbD approach, controlled manufacturing process is applied on starting material, consistency of product is achieved.

As given by ATSM there was a huge difference in traditional and QbD based pharmaceutical company because of adaption of new techniques by it. It was recognized that quality is not affected by how much tests are performed during its development but on the formulations, excipients how it is manufactured and packing attributes.

Quality comes into account when time resources are effectively and efficiently utilized. This paper focuses not only on the quality but also the technical aspects utilized in QbD and the most basic requirement is controlling strategy

**What is Quality by Design?**

Before defining QbD first we need to understand what quality is. Quality is a product free from contamination and reproducibility that could produce its best effect (as per Woodcock). Further Quality
by design as defined by ICH is a systematic approach to development that begins with predefined objectives and emphasizes product and process understanding and process control, based on sound science and quality risk management. This definition shows a correlation between formulation and manufacturing which basically identifies the quality of product which can be critical to patients which is based on Critical Quality Attribute (CQA) and thus develop in it attributes that would help to get a high and better quality product.

QbD is not fixed like traditional manufacturing process but has included a new area of design space and PAT a new innovation which helps to get the feedback at specific and required time. The variability of product is very less and the product developed is efficient, effective and safe for intended use by the patients. The QbD involve a few steps regarding its process:

1. Firstly which drug is to be produced is targeted with the excipients and formulations utilized.

2. Secondly there should be continuous monitoring of the product to be produced to get a better quality product.

3. Third is risk assessment which would arise and should be controlled in primary stage.

4. Fourth is to check out if the inputs and parameters are within the range of utilization as per Design Space.

5. A strategy should be made so as to check upon the product quality, manufacturing is not affected.

6. To produce high quality product every time, the measurements and improvement at every step needs to be done.
Steps of Quality by design

Define Target Product Profile
Quality characteristic of the product that will ensure safety and efficacy

Identify Critical Quality Attributes (CQAs)
For Drug substance, Excipients, Intermediates, Drug Product

Perform Risk Assessment
Linking material attributes and process parameters to CQAs

Establish Design Space
Linkage between input variable and process parameters and CQAs

Define Control Strategy
Using a combination of appropriate elements such as control over product cycle from input material up to quality risk assessment

Life cycle Management
Continuous improvement

Figure 2 Steps of quality by design

Above figure illustrates the steps involved in the process of implementation of Quality by Design.
QbD components include knowledge space, design space and control strategy.

Knowledge Space: There should be a prior knowledge of the process which will get utilized in the product manufacturing. To develop the quality attributes within the product to be utilized. This is the initial stage where it got to know the facility to be implemented.
Design Space: As defined by ICH-Q8 the established range of process parameters that has been demonstrated to provide assurance of quality.

Control Strategy: A planned set of controls which are needed during the product process and also during raw materials utilization. When it includes CQA and Design Space the product can be obtained without any delay.

The Target Product Quality Profile (TPQP) - Beginning with the end in mind

The target product profile is a summary of the drug development program described in the context of prescribing information goals. The Target product quality profile is the natural extension to the concept of TPP. It deals with the quality characteristics of the drug such as safety, efficacy and process of manufacturing that leads to reach desired quality. TPQP is a guide to establish formulation strategy and keep the formulation efforts focused and efficient. Factors that to be considered for desired target product quality profile are as follows –

- Identify critical quality attributes of the drug product
- Route of administration (oral versus Intravenous drug product)
- Type of dosage form (immediate versus modified release)
- High dose versus low dose
- Target population
- Type of therapy (life saving versus quality of life)\(^3\).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Product Quality Profile (TPQP) V/s Target Product Profile (TPP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TPQP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purity/Impurity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolution/DIsintegration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK/BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The target product quality profile not only describes the identification of a product but also facilitates cohesive decision-making and optimal use of a product. TPQP identifies the opportunities that enhance the understanding about multidimensional...
qualities of a product. There are specific targets about the product’s quality which are considered to be target product quality profile & they are as follows –

Table 2
Quality targets of a drug product

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Attribute of a Drug Product Target</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dosage form</td>
<td>Immediate release capsule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>Oval, White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appearance</td>
<td>Ranitidine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>150 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assay</td>
<td>95 – 105%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniformity</td>
<td>Meets USP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Impurities                                | Impurity 1: NMT 0.5%  
 |                                           | Impurity 2: NMT 0.2%  
 |                                           | Others: NMT 0.1%  
 |                                           | Total: NMT 1.0% |
| Dissolution                               | pH 1.2: NTD 85% in 30 min  
 |                                           | pH 4.5: NLD 85% in 30 min  
 |                                           | pH 6.8: NLD 85% in 30 min |
| Bioavailability / Bioequivalence           | Bioequivalence to RLD |

The methodology adapted for Design of Experiment is

1. Choose the layout that is the design structure
2. Perform any random experiment
3. Analyze the data or output
4. Create multidimensional model

Design Space: Multidimensional combination and interaction of input and process parameter that is estimated for desired quantity. It can be established for any process. Control Space was utilized previously to obtain a quality and patented drug. This Control Space included many units thus was expensive, required a huge space and was also time consuming. To move from control space 1 to control space 2 demanded the approval of regulatory bodies but as design space came into existence there was no requirement of such as all the work could be done in one area⁵.
To utilize a design space prior knowledge as well as manufacturing experience should be there. Design space are added to have a change in formulation and manufacturing process that can provide with genuine data to support through product development and have a check on the ingredients, excipients utilized in it, changes in the formulation and manufacturing process of a product is the basic cause for design space to enter. The controlling parameters in a design space:

1. Basic requirements - Particle size, hardness, surface area with ingredients and excipients utilized are proper
2. Operational units - Water content in granules or other blends used
3. Machine parameters - What are machines required the blender or compressor used

Design space can be examined by making work not in lab but as batch equipments. The work of design space starts from product selection to whole lifecycle of the product.

Control Strategy: A planned set of controls, derived from current product and process understanding that ensures process performance and product quality. This ensures that the product every time obtained has a consistent quality which includes in it the materials utilized, processes control and management may it be a single unit or multiple operation. The control strategy has a check upon all process parameters that are to be included within product life cycle as per the requirements of the patients.
Control strategy are given as
1. Minimal: In this the intermediate and final product are tested
2. Enhanced: Risk factor is also included to obtain a required and reduced time taken product.

Knowledge of product processing and what could be the scope of variability must be known. This would help to know the final product quality and also minimize the testing process. This both combination may help to know what may be the control procedure adapted so as to reduce the cause of risk and obtain a better quality product. The process understanding can help to built up a new manufacturing process and new adaptive procedure. Control strategy include many elements and depends on end product test and real-time reduce testing. Control strategy can be develop by having a structured and planned process in which all pharmaceuticals department cope up together to provide a better manufacturing process. Control strategy no doubt ensures the quality, quantity, efficiency and safety of product but it also does fulfill the business objective that is team effort, safety of person and environment and profit. The risk assessment is a major area of control strategy⁹.

Figure 3 Major areas for control strategy

Critical Quality Attributes

Critical quality attribute is one of the most important elements of QbD & is defined as “a physical, chemical, biological or microbiological property or characteristic that should be within an appropriate limit, range, or distribution to ensure the desired product quality”. In manufacturing of any pharmaceutical product, series of unit operations such as mixing, milling, granulation, drying, compression, coating, etc are involved. According to ICH Q7 guidelines, GMPs (Good Manufacturing Processes) for various operations are different as per product’s requirement & hence conditions required are also different. The process parameters that to
be taken into consideration for deciding CQA are equipment and equipment setting, operation conditions (such as temperature, pH, pressure, time, etc), environmental conditions like humidity, atmospheric pressure. Process parameters are said to be critical when there is any realistic change that result in failure of the product to meet the desired quality of a product.

There are three important criteria’s while considering the CQA for a particular product;

I. Impact of raw materials i.e. nature of excipients & their physical properties, functional properties are required to be specifically defined.

II. Properties of the API used in manufacturing such as physical properties, its purity, assay procedure, identity of active ingredient.

III. Properties of a drug product (API + excipients) such as mechanical & physical properties, assay procedure, rate of dissolution, odor, description & purity of the drug product.

And moreover safety & manufacturability are the important factors that define the requirement of critical quality attributes for a drug substance.

**Critical Material Attribute (CMA)**

A physical, chemical, biological or microbiological property or characteristic of a material that should be within an appropriate limit, range or distribution to ensure desired product quality is known as critical material attribute.

**Critical Process Parameters (CPP)**

A process parameter whose variability has an impact of critical quality attribute & therefore should be monitored or controlled to ensure the process produces the desired quality is known as critical process parameters.

CMAs and CPPs: Example
Figure 4 Factors affecting CMAs and CPPs

**Process Parameters**
- Speed
- Forces
- Depth of fill
- Moisture
- Feeder
- Hopper

**Material Attributes before Compression**
- Blend uniformity
- Particle size
- Density
- Moisture
- Flow properties

**Material Attributes after Compression**
- Core tablet weight
- Uniformity
- Hardness
- Thickness
- Porosity

**Mixing** ➞ **Compression** ➞ **Identity**
- Assay
- Purity
- Dissolution
Risk Assessment

According to ICH Q9 guidelines, manufacturing & uses of any drug must possess some risk. Evaluation of risk to quality should be based on scientific knowledge that ultimately links with patient’s benefit. The level of effort, formality and documentation of the quality risk management process should be similar with the level of risk. Study of risk assessment helps to decide which parameters of the process are critical & which are not, which guides the establishment of control strategy for in-process, raw material & final testing.

Risk is defined as the combination of probability of occurrence of harm & the severity of harm. Risk assessment is defined as a systematic process of organizing information to support a risk decision to be made within a risk management process. It consist of identification of hazards & the analysis & evaluation of risks associated with exposure to those hazards. Following are the questions that helps to risk assessment:

- What might go wrong?
- What is the probability it will go wrong?
- What are consequences? Failure modes

To minimise the risk associated with any product, parameters like manufacturing process, quality of raw materials must be thoroughly understood. Also the failure modes should be avoided by selecting proper analytical process, detectability should increase which ultimately leads to decreased consequences.

**Evaluation and quantification of Risk**

Probability(P)= Probability of certain failure to occur
Severity(S)= Magnitude of impact of such failure
Detectability(D)= The level or ability to measure such failure

**Risk Priority Number (RPN)= P * S * D**
The value of RPN can range from 1 to 125 (for 1 - 5 scale)

**Process Analytical Technology (PAT):** Pharmaceutical development utilised conventional approach which had various disadvantage that if the final product is not matching the specifications then whole batch is to be renewed which cost a lot, another would be if one sample is not matching specification then whole manufacture is to be discarded [8]. To avoid all this problems pharmaceutical industry adapted a new technique PAT that is Process Analytical Technology: A system for designing, analysing and controlling manufacturing through timely measurement for critical and performance attribute of raw material. It demands an understanding over the process which is inculcated during development of drug to reduce a process variation and improve manufacturing capabilities. Its basic goal is to design and develop a process which after every manufacture gives a predefined drug. It identifies all the variation, manages it by using different process and thus overcome it so that the product gets all its characteristic of its initial products [6]. It while dealing with QbD ensures that process is been carried within Design Space.

1. Product quality and efficiency are achieved by manufacturing analysis
2. Product specifications are based on how formulations and other process affect product performance
3. Quality assurance is continuous
4. Relevant regulatory policies and procedure are accommodated

**Figure 6 Steps involved in PAT**

PAT approach to particle size and control solid state form which allow rapid analysis and control over system. PAT provide a better knowledge of raw materials by characterizing it for both physically and chemically understanding manufacturing process which has got various impact on the product finally made and with all its tools it gives a brand image to a company.
Implementation of Quality by Design:

After discussing various elements & tools of QbD, it is important to know that what exactly stages is involved in the implementation of QbD. The process of implementation occurs mainly in three stages:

**Stage 1: Method Design**

This stage includes establishing the method performance requirements, developing methods to meet those requirements and then performing appropriate studies to understand the critical method variables that must be controlled to assure the method is robust.

**Method Performance Requirements**

While utilizing the QbD approach, it is essential at this stage that the sufficient thought should be given to the intended use of the method and that the performance requirements of the method are fully documented. This represents the Analytical Target Profile (ATP) for the method. To build ATP, it is necessary to determine the characteristics that are indicators of method performance. It is important, however not to use ICH Q2 characteristic in the applied process but to consider method’s intended use. Once the important characteristics are defined, next step is to define the target criteria i.e. the most precise & accurate method should be adopted. A key factor in choosing the appropriate criteria is the impact of method variation on the overall manufacturing process capability.

**Method Development**

Once ATP has been developed & method is decided, it is now important to develop the targeted process. When proper conditions are implemented along with application of improved analytical techniques method is said to be in development process.

**Method Understanding**

Based on an assessment of risk one can perform an exercise focused on understanding the method. It leads to better understanding of what key input variables might have an impact on the method’s performance characteristics. From this, one can identify a set of operational method controls. Experiments can then be run to understand the functional relationship between method input variables and each of the method performance characteristics. Knowledge
obtained during development & at initial stages can be used as an input for risk assessment.

**Method Design Output**

A set of method conditions will have been developed and defined which are expected to meet the ATP. Those conditions will have been optimized based on an understanding of their impact on method performance.

**Stage 2 – Method Qualification**

After determining a set of operational method control during design phase, it is necessary to qualify that method along with qualification of equipments. Qualification of method is divided into three stages: method installation qualification (MIQ), method operational qualification (MOQ), and method performance qualification (MPQ).

**Method Installation Qualification**

It includes performing a “method walkthrough” exercise with both the development and routine analytical teams. After qualification of design space & equipments it is important to convey all the knowledge about process, method conditions & operating controls to the analyst. Pre-existing knowledge can be used for MIQ.

**Method Operational Qualification**

It is focused on ensuring whether method meets its design intent or not and demonstrating that the method meets the specific requirements that have been pre-defined in the Analytical Target Profile. A fundamental principle of this phase is that it should be built on the information which already has been generated during the experiments those are previously performed.

**Method Performance Qualification**

At this stage, the actual manufactured supply samples are tested in facility, equipment and by personnel that will be used for routine analysis. The method should be operated exactly in accordance with the defined method controls and local operating procedures.

**Stage 3 - Continued Method Verification**

The main objective of this stage is to assure that the applied method remains in the controlled state. It may include the collection & analysis of data that relates to the method performance - for instance, by setting criteria for replication of sample.
Attention should also be given to any out of specification (OOS) or out of trend (OOT) results generated by the method after it is being implemented in the routine environment.

During lifecycle of a product, both the manufacturing and method implemented are likely to experience a number of changes brought through unintentional deviations and that needs to be continually improved. All the changes occurred in method must be properly understood in the light of knowledge. When there is a need to change the environment, method qualification should be revised. Even after requalification of method there may be a need to generate a new ATP for the method for consistent and reliable results. Consistent with QbD principles, the extent of requalification should be driven by scientific principles.

CONCLUSIONS

Quality by Design has brought a systematic way to develop an inbuilt quality in a drug along with robustness of a development process. All the elements and tools of QbD allow analyst to set a desired target for product’s quality and to achieve it. The elements of Qbd includes Target product quality profile, Critical quality attributes, critical material attributes, critical process parameter, were as tools of QbD are design of experiment, risk assessment, process analytical techniques.
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